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Activity report of an Educational Tour to RBI Museum (Kolkata) along with an Interactive 

Session on the Job Prospects in RBI 

1. Name of the Seminars/conferences/workshops/activity: Educational Tour to RBI Museum 

 

2. Organized by: Gokhale Memorial Girls’ College, Kolkata in collaboration with RBI 

Museum, Kolkata 

 

3. Aim of the Seminars/conferences/workshops/activity (within 100 words): To create a 

comprehensive understanding of the role of RBI within the Indian economy, its history, and 

to inform the aspiring students about career prospects in RBI. 

 

4. Date: 21.02.2023 

 

5. Duration in hours (approximate): 3 hours 

 

6. Number of Participants (approximate): 17 students  

 

7. Name of Speakers with title of their speech, designation and Affiliation: 

 

Name of Speakers Title of the speech Designation Affiliation 

Mr. Arindam Sen Career Prospects at RBI and 

an Educational Tour of the 

Museum 

Assistant Manager RBI 

Ms. Latika Parmer Grooming Oneself for an RBI 

Career 

Manager RBI 

    

 

8. Sponsoring agency: Gokhale Memorial Girls’ College 

 

9. Sponsored amount: Rs 1000/- approx 
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10. Outcome of the Seminars/conferences/workshops (within 100 words): The participating 

students were given a clear understanding of the process of induction at RBI and they were 

also sensitized about the role that RBI plays in Indian economy. They learnt about the 

monetary system and its process of development through history, especially with regard to 

India, through a demonstrative tour of the RBI museum. The students were then 

encouraged to tour around the museum and further explore their individual topics of 

interest on their own. Finally, the session was rounded off by a fun game-session at the 

game-section of the museum and was followed by a felicitation of our college by RBI with a 

very illuminating book about Indian currency minting, Mint Road Milestones: RBI at 75 

authored by Bazil Shaikh, Ranjeeta Dubey, and S. M. Khot (Reserve Bank of India: 2010) 

and a certificate of participation. The book is kept at our college library for perusal.   

 

 

 

 


